
Basic Morphology

Many Aymara inflectional and derivational morphemes involve

deletion of the final vowel of the stem to which they are added.

Thus, the 1>3 verbal inflection ta, which must follow a conso-

nant, requires the deletion of the final vowel from the verb

root uma 'drink', producing, with the sentence suffix (see be-

low) wa, umtwa 'I drink' (< uma + ta + wd).

Aymara does not mark number or gender on nouns. A suffix

is now used for translation of the Spanish plural; some Span-

ish-Aymara bilinguals use this suffix in the manner of the Span-

ish plural markers.

Aymara has a case-like system for coding the syntactic func-

tion of nouns in a sentence. All nouns have a zero complement

(indicated with in sentence glosses), formed by dropping

the final vowel of the noun stem: the zero complement off ant'

a

'bread' is t'anf. It is sometimes claimed that the zero comple-

ment is simply direct object, but the correspondence does not

hold up. The ru complement (formed by suffixing ru to the

noun) marks such functions as indirect object and direction.

The distinction between humans and nonhumans is impor-

tant for many aspects of the morphology. There are two sets of

pronouns, one for humans and one for nonhumans. There are

four human pronouns: naya % we (excluding you)', juma

you\ jupa 'he, she, they', Sindjiwasa 'you and I, we (includ-

ing you)'. These pronouns are considered to represent first,

second, third, and fourth persons respectively. The nonhuman

pronouns arcaka, uka, k"aya; these forms also serve as deictics,

meaning approximately 'here, this', 'there, that', and 'yonder,

yon' respectively.

Aymara verbs are inflected to agree with both subject and

object. This agreement is marked by selection of an appropri-

ate suffix that encodes the person of the subject and that of the

ru complement simultaneously. There are nine combinations

of subject and complement that are each encoded by a distinct

affix. The following example illustrates some of the nominal

and verbal marking described above:

Jupa-w jupa-r t'anf chur-i

she-ss he-ru bread-0 give-3>3/pAST simple

'She gave him bread.'
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The suffix -/ in the example indicates that both the subject

and the ru complement are third person. (The sentence suffix -

w will be discussed under syntax, below.)

Such modifications as benefactive and malefactive are indi-

cated by combinations of verbal and nominative affixes;

Juma-taki-w t'ant' chura-rap-sma

you-for-ss bread-0 give-BENEFACTivE-l>2/PAST

T gave her bread for you.'

Most verb roots take, preferentially, human subjects, but may
take nonhuman subjects as well. But some verbs, like achu-na

'to produce', take only nonhuman subjects:

Ch'uqi-w ach-u

potato-ss produce-3>3/siMPLE

'Potatoes are produced.'

These roots may be made human by addition of the person

causative affix -ya:

Ch'uq-w achu-y-ta

potato-0-ss produce-CAusE- 1 >3/simple

'I produce potatoes/I cause potatoes to produce.'

Tense in Aymara involves both time and mode. There are

five primary tenses: future, simple (non-future), remote, im-

perative, and desiderative. In addition to these primary tenses,

there are three complex tenses: remonstrator, inferential, and

non-involver.

There are two causatives in Aymara, one for the stem and

one for the persons. The stem causative affix is -cha (such as

yatichaha 'to teach' [= 'cause knowing'] <yatina 'to know'),

and the person causative affix is -ya (for tx2im^\Q,yatiyaha 'to

inform' [= 'cause someone to know']). The person causative

can be reduplicated (as in, yatiyayaha 'to have someone in-

form someone').

Basic Syntax

Because of the extensive morphological marking of syntactic

function both on verbs and on their nominal arguments, word

order in Aymara is relatively flexible. More important than

word order are sentence suffixes (indicated by ss in the ac-

companying examples). In addition to coding sentence type

(indicative, interrogative, negative, etc.), they also contribute

to data source marking. That is, the specific sentence suffix

used may indicate whether the speaker is speaking based on

his or her direct observation, based on what he or she has been

told, or on neither. The -w(a) that occurs in many of the ex-

amples in this article indicates personal knowledge, for ex-

ample. In Spanish-influenced Aymara, word order is more

consistently Subject-Object-Verb.

Within noun phrases, adjectives and other modifiers pre-

cede the nouns that they modify:

Aka-x wawa uta-wa

this-ss child house

'This is the kindergarten.'

ch'uxtia uta

green house

'green house'

Negative sentences in Aymara contain the particle jani. In

addition, different sentence suffixes must be used than those

used in the corresponding affirmative suffixes, and the verb in

a negative sentence takes a derivational suffix from the com-

plete/incomplete affix class.

Jani-w jupa-x jiwasa-r ch'uq

neg-ss they-ss you & me-RU potato-0

chur-k-istani-ti

give-INCOMPLETE-3>4/FUTURE-NEG

'They will not be giving us potatoes.'
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